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Abstract

Dust masks are widely used to prevent the inhalation of particulate matter into the human

respiratory organs in polluted air environments. The filter of a dust mask inherently obstructs

the natural respiratory air flows, and this flow resistance is mainly responsible for the dis-

comfort experienced when wearing a dust mask. In atmospheric conditions seriously con-

taminated with fine dust, it is recommended that common citizens wear a dust mask in their

everyday lives, yet many people are reluctant to wear a dust mask owing to the discomfort

experienced when wearing it for a long time. Understanding of physical reasons for the dis-

comfort is thus crucial in designing a dust mask, but remains far from clear. This study pres-

ents a technique to quantify the wearing comfort of dust masks. By developing a respiration

simulator to measure the pressure loss across a dust mask, we assessed the energy costs

to overcome flow resistance when breathing through various types of dust masks. The

energy cost for a single inhalation varies with the mask type in a range between 0 and 10

mJ. We compared the results with the survey results of 40 people about the wearing comfort

of the dust masks, which revealed that the wearing comfort crucially depends on the energy

cost required for air inhalation though the dust mask. Using the measured energy cost dur-

ing inhalation as a parameter to quantify the wearing comfort, we present a comprehensive

evaluation of the performance of dust masks in terms of not only the filtering performance

but also the wearing comfort. Our study suggests some design principles for dust mask fil-

ters, auxiliary electric fans, and check valves.

Introduction

Particulate matter (PM) inhaled through one’s nose and mouth accumulates in the lungs and

airways, resulting in various diseases of the respiratory and cardiovascular systems [1–6]. It

was reported that approximately two million people die each year due to diseases associated

with air pollution [7]. Health threats caused by PM are still increasing in many countries [8–

10], and social concerns about PM have caused international conflicts in East Asia [11].

Dust masks provide a simple yet effective and expedient way of preventing PM inhalation

in environmental conditions with a high PM concentration. Dust masks with a wide range of

filter classes and various auxiliary attachments such as electric fans or check valves have been

developed and marketed in recent years [12,13]. With the rapid growth of the dust mask

industry led by East Asian countries, substantial efforts have been devoted to examining the
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filtering performance of dust masks. Experimental simulators were used to investigate leakage

flow through the gap between the mask and facial area for various dust masks [14,15], and

human subject experiments were carried out to examine aerosol penetration through dust

masks, which raised questions on filtration performance of some dust masks [16,17].

However, filtration performance cannot be the sole factor that represents the performance

of dust masks. The purification filter of dust masks is typically made of fabric with a porous

structure with micro-sized pores. A filter with smaller pores is advantageous for filtering out

either smaller particles or more dust, but it produces a greater flow resistance. In many East

Asian countries, recent air pollution has become very serious, and a noxious air condition

often lasts for a few weeks. Air Quality Guideline issued by World Health Organization stipu-

lates that the 24-hour mean concentration of particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in diame-

ter (PM 2.5) should be less than 25 μg/m3 [18]. However, the annual mean concentrations of

PM 2.5 in Beijing, China and New Delhi, India were, for instance, reported to be 52 μg/m3 and

140 μg/m3, respectively [19,20]. In such atmospheric conditions, it is strongly advised that

common citizen wear a dust mask in their everyday lives, but many people refuse to wear a

dust mask owing to the discomfort experienced when wearing it for a long time [21]. There-

fore, there is a strong demand for dust masks with better wearing comfort in countries with

atmospheric conditions seriously contaminated with fine dust. In order to develop a dust

mask that alleviates the discomfort caused by wearing the mask, the discomfort detected by

wearers must be quantitatively evaluated, but even the cause of the discomfort has been poorly

investigated.

In this paper, we present a technique for quantifying the wearing comfort of dust masks.

Based on the mechanics of human respiration, we suggest that the additional work required

for air inhalation through a dust mask is a direct indicator for measuring the wearing comfort.

By developing a respiration simulator, we measured the pressure loss across six dust masks

each with a distinct filter class and auxiliary elements such as electric fans or check valves at

human breathing conditions, and estimated energetic costs for breathing through the dust

masks. The results were compared with the survey scores for wearing comfort obtained from

40 participants in human research. It appears that energy cost, especially during inhalation, is

important for comfortability. Using energy cost for inhalation as a parameter for measuring

the wearing comfort, we comprehensively evaluated various dust masks in terms of both the

filtering performance and the wearing comfort, elucidating how the filter class and additional

elements affect the wearing comfort. We end with some suggestions for designing a better dust

mask, in particular, with respect to filters, electric fans, and check valves.

Materials and methods

Experiments using a respiration simulator

We constructed a respiration simulator that creates an air flow at standard human breathing

conditions. As shown in Fig 1A, the system consisted of a linear stage, motion controller, man-

ikin head, and two piston cylinders. Each piston cylinder with an inner diameter of 19.2 cm

was connected with a silicone tube with an inner diameter of 55 mm, and the tubes were

merged into one with a Y-connector to connect to the manikin head. The two pistons were

tied to a single structure to synchronize the motion. The manikin head, made of ABS plastic by

machining operations, had the standard physical appearance of Korean men in their 30s with

respect to the vertical length and head circumference [22]. An air channel connecting from the

rear part to the mouth was created inside the manikin head. The cross-section of the channel

was hemi-elliptical, and the cross-sectional area varied depending on the distance from the

mouth opening in the same manner as the human airway shown in Fig 1B [23]. Human lips at
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rest were imitated, so that the mouth opening had an area of 2.2 cm2 [24]. A mask under test

was worn on the manikin with only the ear strings or with both the ear strings and the head

strip, as suggested by the manufacturer.

The motion of the piston cylinders was operated by a linear stage (ESP-301G, NEWPORT),

which created an air flow through the channel formed in the manikin head. We controlled the

volumetric flow rates over time to be the same as human breathing at rest by controlling the

instant speed and acceleration of the linear stage. Fig 1C shows the flow rates generated by our

simulator for a single breathing cycle starting with inhalation, which was consistent with the

flow rate of human breathing at rest [25]. The flow rate was estimated as the product of the pis-

ton speed and the cross-sectional area after we had verified the flow rate through direct mea-

surement of the flow rate with a flowmeter (M-Flowmeter, ALICAT).

Fig 1D illustrates the experimental setup to measure the flow resistance across a dust mask.

We measured the pressure difference across a mask put on the manikin head using a pressure

gauge (DPG409, OMEGA ENGINEERING). The pressure gauge connected with a silicone

tube with an inner diameter of 2 mm was placed 3 cm ahead of the mouth opening. The tube

opening was aligned in a direction perpendicular to the air flow to measure the static pressure

rather than the dynamic pressure.

Fig 1. Experimental setup. (A) Respiration simulator consisting of a linear stage, motion controller, piston cylinders, and manikin head. (B) Cross-

sectional area of the flow channel in the manikin that varies with the distance from the oral cavity inlet. (C) Flow rate through the air channel in the

manikin. The circular symbols represent data measured in human breathing at rest [25]. Schematic illustrations of the experiment setups for measuring

(D) the pressure inside the mask cavity and (E) the particle filtration through a mask. The inset shows the SEM image of the talcum powder.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237848.g001
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Fig 1E shows the experimental setup to measure the dust filtration performance of a mask.

In a cubic acrylic chamber with a volume of 75 cm3, we dispersed talcum powder (ISNP-

3000C, ILSHIN MATERIALS) with an inherent material density of approximately 2.7 g/cm3

to simulate an environment polluted with PM. The talcum powder was percolated through a

sieve with 10 μm pores, so that the particle size was less than 10 μm (see the inset of Fig 1E). A

PM sensor (PMS-7003, PLANTOWER) was placed in the test chamber and the piston cylin-

der, respectively, to measure the concentration of particles with a size of less than 2.5 μm (PM

2.5). The PM concentration was kept at 75±8 μg/m3 in the test chamber during the test. The

PM concentration in the cylinder was measured 90 sec after the simulator begun to operate.

Although the PM concentration changed little during the measurement period, we took a time

average of the PM concentration measured for 10 sec.

Dust masks

We tested six masks available on the market in South Korea listed in Fig 2. The masks varied

in terms of filter class and auxiliary elements such as electric fans or check valves. Mask I is typ-

ically used for sanitary purposes to prevent spitting out, not for dust filtration, but we used it

for comparison with the other dust masks. Masks II-VI are dust masks with a filtration effi-

ciency certified by public organizations. Masks II, III, and IV have the KF80, KF94, and KF99

filter classes, respectively, which are approved by the Korean Food and Drug Administration

(KFDA). Masks V and VI have the N95 and N99 filter classes, respectively, approved by the

Fig 2. Dust masks tested in the experiment.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237848.g002
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National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH). It was known that the KFDA

KF94 and KF99 filter classes are very close to the NIOSH N95 and N99 filter classes, respec-

tively [14,16]. Masks IV-VI have additional elements such as a check valve and electric fan.

Mask IV has a check valve on the outer surface of the mask, which opens during the exhalation

period. Mask V has an electric fan that generates a consistent air flow from the mask cavity to

the surrounding to assist with exhalation. Mask VI has both an electric fan and an exhalation

check valve. Contrast to Mask V, the electric fan of Mask VI generates an air flow in the mask

cavity from the surrounding and thus assists with inhalation, and the flow rate is controlled

depending on the pressure in the mask cavity in a way that the electric fan speed is greatly

reduced during exhalation. In addition, Mask VI has a rubber seal along the mouth cavity

perimeter to limit air flow through the gap between the mask and the head.

Survey of mask wearing comfort

We conducted a survey of how people feel wearing comfort for various dust masks. Twenty

male and twenty female experiment participants from 20 to 55 years of age were selected to

exclude age- and gender-related biases. All the participants had no respiratory disease and

were healthy. The participants were asked to wear the six different dust masks for two minutes

each at a rest condition and to rank the ease of breathing with each mask. The test order of the

masks for each participant was randomized. The comfortability rank of the six masks was con-

verted into a score by giving 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 points in order from the best wearing comfort

to the worst wearing comfort so that a lower score indicates a better wearing comfort. The t-
test was performed to confirm the significance of the score difference.

Ethics approval for the human subject survey was obtained from the Research Integrity

Committee of Sogang University (SGUIRB-A-1912-53). All participants were provided with a

written informed consent and able to withdraw from this study at any time. Any personally

identifiable information was not collected.

Results

Energy cost for breathing with a dust mask

We propose that the discomfort perceived by a mask wearer depends primarily on the addi-

tional energy required for breathing through the dust mask which correlates with flow resis-

tance. We proceed by evaluating the additional energy for breathing through a dust mask. To

create fluid flow through a channel, force F is exerted on the fluid to overcome resistance

including fluid inertia and viscous force. When the force creates a fluid motion with a speed of

U, the time rate of energy input is given by W = FU. In the case of the pressure driven flow, the

work rate is thus expressed as W = ΔPAU, where ΔP is the applied pressure, and A is the cross-

sectional area of the channel [26]. Accordingly, one can estimate the work rate to create an air

flow for breathing without a mask can be estimated as W0 = (Pin-Pout)Q, where Pin is the intra-

pleural pressure, Pout is the atmospheric pressure, and Q is the outward flow rate through the

airways. With this sign convention, the work rate remains positive throughout natural respira-

tion. For a given human airway system with a specific flow resistance, the pressure difference

Pin-Pout can be expressed in terms of Q, so that it can be assumed that Q exclusively determines

W0. When one breathes through a mask, the work rate Wm increases due to the flow resistance

produced by the dust mask. In this case, the work rate can be separated into two terms: (Pin-

Pc)Q+(Pc-Pout)Q with Pc being the pressure in the mask cavity. The first term corresponds to

the work rate for overcoming the resistance of the airways, which can be assumed to be the

same as W0 for a specific Q. Accordingly, the additional work rate required when one breaths
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with a mask is given by (Pc-Pout)Q. For a breathing time of T, the energy cost required to over-

come the resistance of a dust mask is therefore calculated to be
R
T(Pc−Pout)Qdt.

We assessed the work rate using our respiration simulator measuring Pc and Q. Fig 3A dis-

plays the pressure Pc of the six masks during a single respiration period. For Mask I–IV, the

pressure in the mask cavity changes from negative in inhalation to positive in exhalation, so

Fig 3. Measurement of pressure in the mask cavity and estimation of energy cost. (A) Pressure measured inside the mask cavity of Masks I–VI. (B)

Work rate required for creating an airflow through the dust masks. (C) Energy cost for overcoming the flow resistance of the dust masks during the

inhalation, exhalation, and entire respiration periods.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237848.g003
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that the pressure curve appears to fluctuate around the axis representing Pc = 0. For Masks V

and VI, the electric fan makes a change in the internal pressure at the beginning of breathing

to Pc = -4 Pa and 36 Pa, respectively, around which the pressure fluctuations occur.

Fig 3B shows the work rate required for creating the air flow through a dust mask, calcu-

lated as the product of the pressure and flow rate. Mask I exhibits the lowest work rate, suggest-

ing the lowest flow resistance of the tested masks. Mask I, used not for dust filtration but for

preventing spitting out, has a large gap between the manikin head and the mask, enabling a

significant amount of air flow to bypass the mask. The small flow resistance of Mask I leads to

the relatively small work rate. For Masks II-IV, a mask with a higher filtration class has a

higher flow resistance, and the work rate thus increases with the filtration class. Mask IV has

the highest filtration class, but the work rate for exhalation is similar to the work rate of Mask

II, thanks to the check valve at work during exhalation. The electric fans of Masks V and VI

yield positive work done on the simulator, and the work rate required for breathing is reduced

and temporarily records negative values. For Mask V, the electric fan creates an air flow out-

ward, which thus raises the work rate during inhalation and reduces the work rate during

exhalation. The power curve of Mask VI with both a check valve and an electric fan seems

sinusoidal with a large amplitude apparently distinct from the others. The powerful electric fan

attached to Mask VI is responsible for the large amplitude of the power curve. The electric fan

creating an air flow inward during inhalation renders the work rate negative for the inhalation

period. Due to the check valve that opens at a pressure above the cracking pressure, the pres-

sure inside the mask cavity remains higher than atmospheric pressure, leading to a high resis-

tance over exhalation.

Taking the integral of the work rate over time yields the energy cost for breathing with a

dust mask. Fig 3C shows the energy costs for the six dust masks for a single inhalation and a

single exhalation periods and for a single breathing period.

Quantification of wearing comfort of the dust masks

We examined how the energy cost affects the wearing comfort. Fig 4A shows the scores of the

six masks which were obtained from the survey of the 40 participants in the human research.

The score ranges from 1 to 6 in the direction of the best to the worst wearing comfort. The par-

ticipants appreciated the comfortability in the order of Mask VI, I, III, II, IV, and V. There is

significant difference of the score from Mask VI to Mask IV, as confirmed by the results of t-
tests between two masks: for Mask VI (M = 2.74, SD = 1.17) and Mask I (M = 1.64, SD = 1.38),

t(DOF = 77) = 4.36, p< 0.0005; for Mask I and Mask III (M = 3.24, SD = 1.42), t(77) = -1.97,

Fig 4. Wearing comfort scores and filtration ratio. (A) Wearing comfort scores of the dust masks from the survey of 40 participants. The comfortability

rank of the six masks in order from best to worst was converted into scores by giving 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 points. The error bars indicate the 95% confidence

interval. (B) Filtration ratio of the dust masks defined as η = (Co—C)/Co. Filtration ratios of 0 and 1 correspond to no filtering action and perfect

filtration, respectively.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237848.g004
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p< 0.054; for Mask III and Mask II (M = 4.13, SD = 1.05), t(76) = 3.57, p< 0.0007; for Mask

II and Mask IV (M = 4.6, SD = 2.08), t(70) = -1.70, p< 0.094. Note that for Mask IV and Mask

V (M = 4.68, SD = 1.65), t(77) = -0.25, p< 0.81, showing no significant difference between the

survey scores. Note that Mask VI has the lowest score despite the highest filter class, whereas

Mask IV with a check valve and Mask V with an electric fan have the highest scores. This sug-

gests that the auxiliary elements do not necessarily assure a sufficient level of comfortability.

Comparing the survey score with the energy costs, we found that the order of the low survey

scores was in a complete agreement with the order of the low energy costs during inhalation.

This result reveals that wearing comfort is crucially associated with the energy cost for inhala-

tion and therefore suggests the energy cost for inhalation as a parameter to quantify the wear-

ing comfort. It is noteworthy that the energy cost of Mask VI for the exhalation period is

remarkably high, yet its wearing comfort score is the lowest. This signifies that the participants

are not sensitive to the energy cost for exhalation, despite the lack of physiological explanations

which is beyond the scope of the present study.

Dust filtering performance

We proceed by analyzing the dependence of wearing comfort on the filtering performance of

the dust masks. We quantify the filtering performance using a PM filtration ratio defined as η
= (Co—C)/Co, where C and Co are the talcum powder concentrations measured in the cylinder

of the respiratory simulator with a mask and without a mask, respectively. Since some talcum

particles can adhere to the inner surface of the channel in the manikin and the cylinder during

transport, Co was measured to be 41±5 μg/m3, lower than the surrounding concentration 75

±8 μg/m3. The filtration ratios of 0 and 1 correspond to no filtering action and perfect filtra-

tion, respectively.

Fig 4B shows the assessment of η for the six tested masks. Mask I has the lowest protection

level against PM 2.5. The experimental results for the other dust masks show that the filtering

ratio generally increases with the filter class, suggesting that the filter class is the key factor to

determine η. However, the dependence of η on the energy cost for inhalation is found to be

elusive. For instance, Mask VI uniquely has the lowest energy cost during inhalation despite

having the highest η because the energy cost caused by the filter can be compensated for by the

electric fan.

Discussion

Quantitative measurements of both wearing comfort and filtering ratio enable a comprehen-

sive comparison of the tested dust masks. We here summarize the comparative characteristics

of the dust masks. Mask I achieves a good breathability due to the large amount of air flow

leaking through the gap, which however results in a low filtration ratio. For Masks II-IV, a

dust mask with higher filter class has a relatively better filtration ratio, but less wearing com-

fort. Mask V does not have a good wearing comfort nor filtration ratio despite the high filter

class and an auxiliary fan. Mask VI offers markedly a superior filtration ratio and wearing

comfort thanks to the proper operation of the inhalation-assist fan and check valve.

As seen by Masks II-IV, there is a trade-off between filtration ratio and wearing comfort.

The relative importance between the two factors may differ depending on the air quality of the

place of use or the preference of the user. Nevertheless, the present results suggest some general

design principles for dust mask filters, auxiliary fans, and check valves. First, a dust mask can

have a better filtration ratio without losing wearing comfort by having a proper filter structure,

exemplified in the observation that a filter with compact layers is advantageous for wearing

comfort. Compared with Mask III (KF94), Mask II (KF80) has a lower filter class and as a
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result, has a lower filter ratio, but it has a greater energy cost for inhalation. We ascribe this to

the relatively loosely stacked filter layers of Mask II. We observed that the volume between the

filter layers of Mask II expands and shrinks depending on the flow direction in a single respira-

tory cycle. Such deformation of the filters involves internal air flow in the volume between the

layers, which supposedly results in the additional flow resistance. Fig 5 shows that the energy

cost for inhalation indeed decreased when the layers were compactly stacked using a staple.

Mask II showed a 39% decrease in the energy cost compared to a loosely stacked case, whereas

Mask III showed only a 13% decrease.

Our experimental results show that air flow through the gap between the mask and the

manikin head crucially affects the filtration ratio. Since the KF99 filter class is comparable

with the N99, the filtration ratios of Mask IV and VI are expected to be similar to each

other, but a significant difference was observed. We speculate that the method of wearing a

tightly fitted mask with a rubber seal around the mask cavity minimizes the flow through

the gaps other than the filter in Mask VI, thereby yielding a virtually perfect filtering ratio.

To quantify the effects of a leakage flow through the gap between the mask and the manikin

head on filtration ratio and wearing comfort, we conducted additional experiments to mea-

sure the energy cost and the filtration ratio of the masks when an airtight seal limits a leak-

age flow. Fig 6A presents the work rates required for creating an air flow through a tightly

fitted dust mask. As a consequence of the restriction of the leakage flow, the energy costs

increase compared to those under the normal wearing condition shown in Fig 3B. Fig 6B

shows the energy costs during inhalation for the tightly fitted mask, which reveals the signif-

icance of the leakage flow for each mask. The airtight seal also influences the filtration ratio,

as demonstrated in Fig 6C. The filtration efficiency is significantly improved compared to

the normal wearing condition for all the masks except for Mask VI that has a rubber seal. In

particular, Mask I used for sanitary purpose exhibits a comparable filtration ratio to other

dust masks in the tightly fitted condition, but also exhibits a significant increase (~600%) in

the energy cost during inhalation. This demonstrates the trade-off between the filtration

ratio and the wearing comfort, thus suggesting that filtration ratio cannot be the only factor

to consider in developing a dust mask.

One notes that the check valve of Mask VI keeps the pressure of the mask cavity higher

than the surrounding. As a result, the check valve is also advantageous for preventing a leaking

flow inward (see Fig 3A). There are, however, caveats to the use of check valves. Although the

cut-off pressure of a check valve higher than atmospheric pressure can be exploited, an

Fig 5. Effects of the filter stack density on the energy cost. (A) Cross-sectional images of the filter layers of Mask II (top) and Mask III (bottom).

Comparison of the additional power between loosely stacked and densely stacked cases for (B) Mask II and (C) Mask III.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237848.g005
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excessively high cutoff pressure can induce an unnecessary energy cost during exhalation. For

instance, Mask VI can save energy cost for exhalation by reducing the cut-off pressure in such

a way that the minimum pressure during inhalation is just above atmospheric pressure.

Finally, the proper operation of the electric fan attached to a dust mask is described. Both

Masks V and VI have an electric fan, but the flow direction and fan power differ for each

other. While the fan of Mask V creates a gentle outward flow, the fan of Mask VI creates a

powerful inward flow. We propose that an auxiliary fan creating an inward flow is better not

only for reducing the leakage but also for improving the wearing comfort. Mask V has the

highest energy cost during inhalation despite its relatively low filtration ratio (N95). Moreover,

compared with Mask III (KF94), Mask V exhibits a considerably lower filtration ratio but

higher energy cost for inhalation. This is most likely due to the electric fan that creates an out-

ward flow. The fan reduces the pressure in the mask cavity during inhalation, resulting in an

increase of the energy cost. To demonstrate the effect of the flow direction, we conducted addi-

tional experiments by simply modifying the fan direction in a way to reverse the flow direction

of Mask V (see Fig 7). The fan on Mask V originally generates the outward air flow through

the mask to assist exhalation, but the modified fan now creates inward airflow with the same

electric power, leading to increase in the internal pressure. Therefore, the energy cost during

inhalation is reduced, and one expects a better wearing comfort (Fig 7C). A raise in the inter-

nal pressure is also advantageous for limiting a leakage flow, and as a result improves the filtra-

tion ratio, as shown in Fig 7D [12]. In addition, we discuss the desirable power level of the

electric fan. Zero energy cost during inhalation corresponds to breathing without a dust mask,

and negative work can indicate forced inhalation. Accordingly, we conjecture that excessively

negative work can produce an unpleasant feeling, and a fan power equal to the energy cost for

breathing through the dust mask is thus most desirable for wearing comfort and for saving

electric energy.

Fig 6. Measurement of the energy cost and filtration ratio in the tightly wearing condition. (A) Work rate required for creating an airflow through the

dust mask. (B) Energy cost for overcoming the flow resistance of the dust masks during the inhalation. (C) Filtration ratio of the dust masks (η).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0237848.g006
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Conclusions

By developing a respiration simulator, we have measured the pressure loss while breathing

through six distinct dust masks and estimated the energy cost for breathing through the dust

masks. In the comparison of the results with a survey of 40 participants on wearing comfort,

we have found that the wearing comfort of dust masks is mainly determined by the energy cost

during inhalation. Utilizing the energy cost during inhalation as a quantifiable parameter has

led us to a comprehensive evaluation of the dust masks in terms of both filtering performance

and wearing comfort. The results have shown that the filtering ratio can increase from 0.22

(Mask I) to 0.73 (Mask IV) with the filter class at the expense of wearing comfort, and addi-

tional elements can improve the wearing comfort, but only under certain operation condi-

tions. Therefore, the proper combination of filter grade and additional elements is crucial to

reduce the energy cost for inhalation and improve wearing comfort. We have suggested an

improved design of dust masks, in terms of mask filters, electric fans, and check valves. Our

study provides not only a better physical understanding of breathing through a dust mask but

also design guidelines for dust masks to improve both the wearing comfort and filtering per-

formance. Although the present work has focused on the breathing discomfort of a dust mask,

the comfort level of the wearer can be also affected by the relative humidity and ear pain by the

ear straps. Further studies on the effects of humidity in the mask cavity and stresses on the ears

will be useful for better quantifying the wear comfort of dust masks.
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